Advance toward S phase and retreat toward deeper "G0" states in resting 3Y1 cells with environmental changes.
To elucidate conditions which affect the lag time for resting cells to enter S phase after serum stimulation, we used a wild-type 3Y1 rat fibroblast line and four temperature-sensitive mutants of 3Y1 (3Y1tsD123, 3Y1tsF121, 3Y1tsG125, and 3Y1tsH203). Among these five lines, in only tsG125 cells was there an obviously prolonged lag time with increase in time in resting state at 33.8 degrees C. The resting wild-type 3Y1 cells, preexposed to 39.8 degrees C, also showed a prolongation of lag time. The prolongation in tsG125 had a certain limit. Preexposure to 39.8 degrees C before serum stimulation accelerated such prolongation in tsG125 to its limit, but did not change the limit, per se. Resting tsG125 cells stimulated by serum at 39.8 degrees C, did not enter S phase, yet they did advance toward S phase. When they were kept at 39.8 degrees C, they retreated toward a deeper resting state ("G0") with time. These retreats correlated with the decrease in stimulating activity in the culture media. About 20% of the resting tsG125 cells stimulated by serum at 39.8 degrees C were committed to enter S phase, when the extent of commitment was examined at 33.8 degrees C. Most of the tsG125 cells committed at 33.8 degrees C did not enter S phase, when the extent of commitment was examined at 39.8 degrees C. More cells were committed after stimulation at 33.8 degrees C than at 39.8 degrees C, when the test was done at 33.8 degrees C. We suggest that resting cells may be reversibly changed within range of resting states, in either direction, that is, advance toward S phase or retreat toward deeper "G0." These changes may be determined by alterations in the balance between synthesis and decay of the preparedness for the initiation of DNA synthesis caused by cellular response to environmental changes (e.g., medium activity, temperature, etc.). The ts defect in tsG125 may affect the cell cycle progression, both before and after commitment by serum.